
Loona Smart Toy



Product: Loona Smart Toy 

Manufacturer: ®RF PRODUCTS LTD

Distributor: Beijing Ke Yi Technology Co., Ltd.



Statement of Compliance (SoC):



We, Moyafitt, hereby declare that the Loona Smart Toy complies with the requirements 
set forth in the Product Security and Telecommunications Infrastructure Act 2022 and 
the PSTI Regulations 2023. This Statement of Compliance accompanies every Loona 
Smart Toy product to ensure adherence to the legal standards mandated by the Act.



Compliance Details:



1. Product Security:

   - The Loona Smart Toy is designed and manufactured with robust security features to 
protect against unauthorised access and ensure user privacy and data protection.

   - Regular security updates and patches are provided to address any emerging 
vulnerabilities.



2. Telecommunications Infrastructure:

   - The Loona Smart Toy is equipped with telecommunications capabilities that meet the 
required standards for connectivity and interoperability.

   - All telecommunications components are tested for compliance with the relevant 
regulations to ensure safe and reliable operation.



Digital SoC:



In accordance with the flexibility allowed under the Act, this Statement of Compliance is 
provided in a digital format. It can be accessed via the following methods to ensure it 
accompanies the product:  

- Product Packaging: A QR code printed on the product packaging that directs to the 
digital SoC ad safety documents.

- Product Manual: Inclusion of a link to the digital safety document in the user manual 
provided with the Loona Smart Toy. 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- Online Access: Available for download from our official website at https://moyafitt.com/
soc.



By ensuring that this Statement of Compliance accompanies each Loona Smart Toy, we 
reaffirm our commitment to meeting the regulatory standards and providing a secure 
and compliant product to our customers.








Ramin Fazli

Owner

RF PRODUCTS LTD

27/05/2024
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This Statement of Compliance is valid as of the date signed and will be updated as necessary to remain in accordance with the Product Security and Telecommunications Infrastructure Act 2022 and PSTI Regulations 
2023.
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Ramin Fazli


